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ABSTRACT: The project aims to design and implement a custom Transmitter and Receiver system for Radio 
Controlled (RC) planes, with the primary goal of enhancing control, performance, and functionality beyond the 
capabilities of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions. The custom system is envisioned to provide a platform for 
tailored applications, ranging from precision aerial maneuvers to specialized missions such as aerial surveys and search 
and rescue operations. The custom Transmitter and Receiver will be designed to offer a higher degree of customization, 
enabling users to fine-tune control parameters and implement advanced features not readily available in standard RC 
systems. By leveraging cutting-edge electronics, communication protocols, and control algorithms, the project aims to 
optimize the overall performance of RC planes, elevating their capabilities in diverse operational scenarios.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

We are working on a project to create a long-range transmitter and receiver. This project will help us learn how to build 
these devices and understand how RF (radio frequency) modules function. Transmitters and receivers are crucial for RC 
(remote control) enthusiasts and engineers as they enable wireless control of various projects. Our main goal is to use 
these devices to control other wireless devices. We can also improve and customize them to suit our needs. We plan to 
test the transmitter and receiver in a real-world setting, such as a test flight or a practical scenario, to  
ensure they work as intended   
Radio-controlled (RC) planes have long been a fascination for hobbyists, enthusiasts, and professionals alike, offering a 
captivating blend of aviation and remote-control technology. As the demand for more versatile and high-performance 
RC systems continues to grow, there arises an opportunity to explore the development of a custom Transmitter and 
Receiver, tailored to address the limitations of conventional off-the-shelf solutions.   
  
This project endeavours to push the boundaries of RC plane control by designing and implementing a bespoke 
Transmitter and Receiver system. The motivation behind this undertaking lies in the pursuit of enhanced functionality, 
precision control, and adaptability to diverse operational scenarios. While commercial RC systems provide a solid 
foundation, the inherent constraints often leave enthusiasts yearning for more customizable features and performance 
optimization.   
 

II. RELATED INFORMATION 

 

1. RC Plane Control Systems:  
Explore existing RC plane control systems and their architectures.  Study the common communication protocols used 
in the RC hobbyist community.  Understand the typical components found in commercial RC transmitters and 
receivers.  
2. Wireless Communication Protocols:  
Investigate wireless communication protocols suitable for RC applications (e.g.,  
PWM, PPM, SBUS).  
Research the advantages and disadvantages of different protocols in terms of range, reliability, and bandwidth.  
3. Microcontrollers and Embedded Systems:  
Learn about microcontrollers suitable for RC applications (e.g., Arduino, STM32, PIC). Explore how to program 
microcontrollers to handle user inputs, control algorithms, and communication.  
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4. Telemetry Systems:  
Understand telemetry systems and how they can be integrated into RC planes for real time data feedback.  
Explore telemetry protocols and sensors commonly used in RC applications. 
  
5. Security in Wireless Communication:  
Study methods to secure wireless communication channels, including encryption techniques. Explore how to prevent 
unauthorized access and interference in RC communication systems.  
6. Control Algorithms for RC Planes:  
Investigate control algorithms used in RC planes for stabilization and manoeuvring. Explore PID (Proportional-Integral 
Derivative) controllers and other relevant algorithms.  
7. Aviation Regulations:  
Research the regulatory requirements for RC planes in your region. Understand frequency allocation regulations and 
restrictions.  
8. Open-Source RC Projects:  
Explore open-source projects related to RC plane transmitters and receivers. Participate in relevant communities to 
share knowledge and learn from others.  
9. Electronics and PCB Design:  
Gain knowledge in electronics and PCB (Printed Circuit Board) design for creating custom circuits. Understand how to 
design circuits that meet the power requirements of an RC plane.  
10. User Interface Design:  
Explore user interface design principles for RC transmitters.  
Understand how to design a user-friendly interface that provides necessary feedback to the operator.  
11 Battery Systems for RC:  
Study battery technologies suitable for RC planes and understand the power  requirements. Explore methods for 
optimizing power consumption in the custom Transmitter and Receiver.  
11. Wireless Range Testing:  
Learn about methodologies for testing the wireless range of your custom system. Understand factors that can affect the 
range, such as interference and environmental conditions. By delving into these related areas, you can enrich your 
understanding of the technical aspects and considerations involved in developing a custom Transmitter and Receiver 
system for RC planes  
 

III. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

   
Software requirement: -   
Arduino uses a variant of the C++ programming language. The code is written in C++ with an addition of special 
methods and functions. Moreover, when you create a 'sketch' (the name given to code files in this language), it is 
processed and compiled into machine language.  
 

Hardware requirements  
Arduino NANO is a low-cost, flexible, and easy-to-use programmable open-source microcontroller board that can be 
integrated into a variety of electronic projects.  
NRF24L01+PA+LANPS2 JOYSTICKS Module, POTENTIOMETERS, TOGGLE SWITCHES, NRF24L01 Adapter 
Board, Li-ion battery 7.4v,  ON OFF,  Switch,  PCB Board Capacitor 16v,  
 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

Project Scope: 
1. Objective: 
Design and develop a custom Transmitter and Receiver system tailored for enhanced control and performance in RC 
planes. 
 

2. System Features: 
Transmitter Features: 
Ergonomic design for user comfort during operation. 
Precise and responsive control mechanisms. 
Advanced control algorithms for improved manoeuvrability. 
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Graphical or numeric display for user feedback. 
Integration of telemetry functions for real-time data. 
 

3. Receiver Features: 
Compact design for seamless integration into various RC plane models. Microcontroller-based processing for incoming 
signals. 
Implementation of stabilization algorithms for improved flight control. 
Telemetry data acquisition for monitoring essential parameters. 
 

4. Control Algorithms: 
Development and implementation of control algorithms to interpret user inputs and generate precise control signals. 
Optimization of algorithms for stability, responsiveness, and adaptability to different RC plane models. 
 

Problem statement 
1. It has a higher accuracy in sending data. 
2. It is easy to program and easy to maintain.  
3. Initial cost is low and maintenance is less.  
4. Can be implemented on any platform (RC plane, Drone,    
    Machines, Industries, etc.). 
5. It will resolve the problems of Military Organizations,   
    Such as navigating a risky area. 
6. In other countries such as the USA have started    
    delivering food for RC planes, After reaching their    
    destination they will drop the food. And slowly it will     
    come down with the help of parachute. 
7. RC planes are used in weather forecasting, to get    
    accurate changes of  weather in future prediction. 
8. This technology is secure and safe to control. 
  

2. Component Selection and Implementation 

 

Transmitter Design  

 
 

Receiver Design  
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Flow chart: -  

 

Communication Protocol: -  
Implementation of reliable communication protocols between the Transmitter and Receiver. 
Consideration of options such as PWM, PPM, or custom protocols based on project requirements. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

This report presents the design and development of the Transmitter and receiver. The data travels from transmitter to 
receiver wirelessly without any physical established between them. We are going to and-receiver/ implement it on the 
RC plane. Sometimes the message   or data sent by the receiver may be received late or have a delay in receiving by the 
receiver.  
The implementation of a custom Transmitter and Receiver for an RC plane involves a meticulous and iterative process 
of design, development, testing, and optimization. Throughout this journey, the goal is to create a system that not only 
meets the technical requirements but also provides a platform for innovation, customization, and a richer experience in 
the world of RC aviation’ 
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